Your single source solution for all of your laboratory furniture and fume hood needs

Market Segments | University, College, and High School | Healthcare and Dental | Pharmaceutical | Industrial | Petro Chemical

Single Source Solution
Provincial Lab Systems is a manufacturer and supplier of quality laboratory furniture and institutional
casework. We can offer a complete single source solution for all of your laboratory furniture needs, with
over 40 years of laboratory furniture knowledge and experience in planning, estimating, shop drawing
preparation, purchasing and project management.

Adaptable
Furniture
Systems
Today’s research areas
need to focus on
adaptable and flexible
lab furniture designs that
enhance instructional
and research capabilities,
while maximizing the use
of vertical space. These
bench systems can be
pre-wired, pre-plumbed,
and offer easy, cost
effective mechanical and
electrical installations.

Painted Metal
Benchtop Adjustable
Shelving Systems
Painted metal benchtop mounted
adjustable shelving systems can
be added to any existing island
lab bench to maximize the use
of vertical space. Wall cabinets
with sliding glass doors can be
substituted for metal shelves.

Our goal is to meet and exceed your quality and on-time delivery expectations, making Provincial Lab
Systems Limited, a preferred single source supplier by both clients and the construction community.

Teaching Fume
Hoods
Specifically designed for
classrooms requiring full
view of the instructional
science space, these state of
the art fume hoods feature
safety glass panels on all four
sides. All hoods meet SEFA
requirements and have been
successfully tested to strict
ASHRAE 110 standards.

30 years of
experience
working for you

Testimonial

Thanks to your team for hitting the timeline targets and providing such beautiful product, staff and
faculty have been very happy overall with the end result. I’ve used Provincial Labs as a highlight on
the project in a couple of my presentations to the Board, a strong local vendor that could provide
the quality and value we needed.

Provincial Lab Systems
Limited offers consultation and
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Universityservices

that are not currentl
available at other institutional
casework and millwork
manufacturers in our region. This
Adjustable Height Stainless Steel
can simplify the construction process
Decontamination Tables
for our clients and therefore provide
Ergonomic adjustable an
height
stainless steel
decontamination
tables
efficient
solution
for all your
streamline workflow in reprocessing departments. All tables are
laboratory
furniture
available in multiple sink
configurations
along with aneeds.
variety of service
fixtures for proper and effective cleaning of surgical instruments.

Consultation and Design Services
Provincial Lab Systems offers consultation and design services
that are not currently available at other institutional casework
manufacturers in our region. This can simplify the construction
process for our clients and therefore provide an efficient solution
for all your laboratory furniture and fume hood needs.
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